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Abstract. Multi-robot systems have been successfully deployed in mod-
ern warehouses where they are required to move merchandise and equip-
ment from one place to another. In such systems, the part of the human
worker is often overlooked in the system’s design. In this paper we use
a novel approach of utilizing automated advising agents for assisting a
human worker to better manage her time and workload while supervising
a team of multiple robots in a warehouse environment. We introduce the
k-Myopic Advice Optimization (k-MYAO) Heuristic which prioritizes the
human’s tasks in human-multi-robot team collaboration environments.
This heuristic is an extension of the 1-MYAO heuristic that was already
found to be successful in the Search And Rescue (SAR) task in previ-
ous work. We exemplify the k-MYAO ’s benefit in designing 2 automated
advising agents AID1 and AID2 which are deployed in a simulated ware-
house. Our proposed intelligent advising agents were evaluated through
an extensive empirical study with 60 human operators, and showed sig-
nificant improvements in the human-multi-robot team performance.

Keywords: Human-Robot Interaction, Human-Agent Interaction, Human-
Multi-Robot Interaction, Multi-Robot Systems.

1 Introduction

Robotic warehouse systems such as Amazon Robotics (previously known as Kiva
Systems) [8], AutoStore [25] and others have changed the way modern ware-
houses operate. Their goods-to-man approach, in which goods are transported
by autonomous robots to the human worker station, has been reported to save
money, reduce labor and increase productivity [7,10].

In multi-robot systems for warehouse operation, the part of the human worker
is often assumed to be marginal. Two hidden assumptions are made in this case:
the first is that the robots perform relatively smoothly, with the infrequent need
for human intervention; the second is that the human worker is only required
to perform a single task at any given moment. Reality, however, can be more
complicated on both accounts. Today most robotic systems should be supported
by a human whenever they cannot handle a situation autonomously. Namely,
robots can malfunction. Furthermore, human warehouse workers may be occu-
pied by numerous tasks at a time; for example, packing merchandise, refiling
inventory and handling robot malfunctions.
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In our previous work1 [21], we presented an intelligent agent for bridging the
gap between a human operator and a (potentially large) team of robots in Search
and Rescue (SAR) tasks [13]. The agent provided advice for the operator as to
which actions she should take using a simple 1-step lookahead myopic heuristic,
which is called the MYAO heuristic. In addition, the agent acted as a smart
buffer between the robots’ requests and the human operator.

In this work we adapt and extend our approach to the Warehouse Operation
Task 2, which is significantly different than the SAR setting used in [21]: First, the
warehouse worker’s actions are strongly connected and dependent; for example,
the worker cannot pack a customer’s order before attaining all of the requested
merchandise. This property necessitates the identification of these connections
and their consideration in the advice provision process. Second, the worker’s
actions require significantly more time and effort, making the order in which
actions are executed much more important. Last, in most SAR settings, the
operator is not aware of the remaining mission time, which imposes limitations
on the planning process. Naturally, in warehouse settings, the working hours are
known in advance.

To address these differences and improve the agent’s decision-making process
we introduce the k-MYAO heuristic. The k-MYAO heuristic is an extension of the
MYAO heuristic suggested in [21], allowing k-steps-look ahead advice provision.

For the evaluation of our proposed methodology we developed 2 agents, AID1
and AID2, which use the 1-MYAO and 2-MYAO heuristics respectively. We
test the two agents in a small simulated warehouse environment, which we built
using the Gazebo robot simulation toolbox3, in which 10 autonomous robots are
required to move merchandise and products to the packaging stations where a
single human worker fills orders. Through this extensive human study, with 60
human participants, we provide the following contributions:

1. We show that subjects equipped with an advising agent significantly improve
their performance in terms of the task’s goals (filling customers’ orders).
In particular, in this study, subjects equipped with the AID1 agent filled
significantly more orders compared to subjects using a non-advising agent
(Silent) by up to 13% (on average).

2. We further show that the AID2 agent, which uses the 2-MYAO heuristic,
significantly outperforms the AID1 agent, which uses the 1-MYAO heuris-
tic, for mildly experienced subjects. That is, for subjects who have already
experienced the system once in the past, the AID2 agent significantly out-
performs the AID1 agent.

3. We also show that the acceptance rate of advice suggested by AID2 was
significantly lower than for the advice suggested by AID1.

1 A short video summarizing our previous work is available at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=mSh67zb0Zm4

2 A short video summarizing our current work is available at http://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=rC1a4c6Voco
3 http://www.gazebosim.org/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSh67zb0Zm4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSh67zb0Zm4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rC1a4c6Voco
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rC1a4c6Voco
http://www.gazebosim.org/
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2 Related Work

Recent studies in human-multi-robot interaction have shown that human opera-
tors devote their resources in a sub-optimal manner, resulting in sub-optimal per-
formance by the entire system. These studies include ground robots [31,32,2,28,12,21]
and areal robots [14,4,16,19].

Several proposals have addressed this ineffectiveness by providing intelligent
interfaces and interaction modes that have been shown to ease the human op-
erator’s burden and increase the system’s performance [30,29,18,3,26]. In [24],
the authors suggest a different approach, in which robots should request (and
receive) help from humans for actions they could not have performed alone due
to lack of capabilities. However, in the presence of many robots’ requests, this
approach could (potentially) overwhelm a human operator. To the best of our
knowledge, other than our previous work [21], no work has addressed our pro-
posed methodology of utilizing advising agents to assist a human operator to
better manage a team of multiple robots in complex environments.

Advising agents have been investigated and deployed in different settings
where humans are in need of assistance. These agents have been shown to en-
hance human positive behavior and decrease negative behavior. A few recent
examples are [23,22,1]. Generally speaking, an advising agent is faced with an
optimization problem which it should solve [20]. Unfortunately, in our settings,
calculating optimal advice is intractable due to the exponential size of the state
space and the high uncertainty induced by the environment, robots and humans.

Myopic search (also known as lookahead search) is one of the most widely
used techniques for handling intractable decision optimization problems [17].
In myopic search, instead of searching through the entire relevant state space,
an agent uses a local, bounded depth search tree of possible actions and re-
actions. The agent then chooses the action that maximizes its payoff in its search
space. Agents deploying myopic search are especially prominent in human-agent
negotiation [6], economical decision-making [9] and game playing [15]. In this
work, we design and evaluate 2 myopic agents, AID1 and AID2, deploying
1-step-lookahead and 2-steps-lookahead myopic heuristics, respectively.

3 The Advice Optimization Problem

We consider a set of N robots engaged in a cooperative task. A single human
operator, denoted by O, is in charge of supervising the robots as well as perform-
ing different domain specific actions, e.g., packing merchandise. The state space
S consists of all information regarding the robots (e.g., robot location, battery
capacity, operational status) and the task, which is domain specific. An instance
of the state space is denoted by s ∈ S. The operator, O, can perform actions
during the task, at any time t, from a predefined set—A. Note that O can choose
to execute no actions, i.e., NULL ∈ A. The task takes place during a predefined
time interval T = [0, T ], where 0 denotes the beginning time of the task and T
is its termination time.
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Advice is defined as a possible action a ∈ A suggested by an automated agent
for the human operator to perform. The operator is not obligated to accept the
agent’s advice, namely, she does not have to perform the suggested actions.

In state s and time t, the operator, according to her abilities, endures a cost
(usually in terms of time) for performing action a, denoted by Co(s, a). If a is
infeasible in state s (defined by the domain characteristics), then Co(s, a) =∞.
We assume that Co(s,NULL) = 0. We refer to this cost function as the operator
model.

The transition model, denoted by Po(s1, a, s2, Co(s1, a)), provides the prob-
ability of reaching state s2 given action a in state s1 and the operator model,
Co(s1, a). Note that the transition from s1 to s2 given a is not instantaneous.
Specifically, during the transition from s1 to s2 an intermediate state s′ is
experienced. s′ may be the same as s1 (i.e., during a’s execution the world
state does not change from s1) or it could be different from s1 (i.e., during
a’s execution a new state is experienced). We define the intermediate state
s′ = Int(s1, a, s2, Co(s1, a)). Namely, Int(·) is a function returning the inter-
mediate state experienced when performing action a in order to transition from
state s1 to state s2.

The reward function, Ro(s), provides a real value representing the expected
reward of state s, usually in terms of task fulfillment. For example, in a game
setting, one can define Ro(s) to be the expected number of points gained per
one minute of game-play given the current state s.

Ideally, we would like the operator to execute the optimal policy π∗o : S × T→ A
which maximizes the expected accumulative reward given S,A, Po(·), Int(·), Ro(·)
and Co(·). Finding π∗o naturally translates into a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
[33] consisting of state space S, action space A, a transition model composed of
Po and Int and a reward function determined by Ro and Co. However, calculat-
ing π∗o is generally intractable due to the exponential size of the state space and
the high uncertainty induced by the environment, robots and operators. This
difficulty also stems from the complexity of many multi-robot problems, such as
the NP-hard task allocation problem [11].

We consider a more tractable advice optimization problem which uses a my-
opic, k-steps-lookahead heuristic.

The k-Myopic Advice Optimization Heuristic

The k-Myopic Maximization4 Advice Optimization (k-MYAO) Heuristic is de-
fined as follows.

Given state s ∈ S, time t and k ≥ 1, we define the V alue function capturing
the expected cumulative future reward by using k pieces of advice, starting at
state s at time t.

4 The minimization form uses argmin instead.
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(1)V alue(a, s, t, k)

=


0 If t /∈ T∫
s′∈S Po(s, a, s

′, Co(s, a))(
∫min{t+Co(s,a),T}
t

Ro(Int(s, a, s
′, Co(s, a))dt If k ≥ 1.

+maxa′V alue(a
′, s′, t+ Co(s, a), k − 1))ds′)∫ T

t
Ro(s) Otherwise.

Using Equation 1, k-MYAO heuristic offers advice a∗ such that:

a∗ = argmaxaV alue(a, s, t, k) (2)

In words, in state s at time t, the agent suggests the action a∗ which maxi-
mizes (minimizes) the expected k-steps-lookahead reward.

Algorithm 1 solves the k-MYAO Heuristic for a given k.

Algorithm 1 k-Step Lookahead Advice Provision

Require: k, T
1: s← InitialState()
2: t← 0
3: repeat
4: max← −∞
5: for each a ∈ A do
6: expRwd← V alue(s, a, t, k) . Eq. 2
7: if expRwd > max then
8: advice← a
9: max← expRwd

10: OUTPUT advice
11: Spin(k−millisec).
12: s← GetCurrentState()
13: t← GetT ime()
14: until t ≥ T

a∗ is not simple to calculate for a large k due to the recursive definition of
V alue(s, a, t, k). Namely, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is exponential in k.
Therefore, in this work we focus on the 1-MYAO (k = 1) and 2-MYAO (k = 2)
heuristics which are relatively fast and easy to solve. In our evaluation (Section
4.2), we were unable to solve the 3-MYAO (k = 3) heuristic in real-time despite
using a state-of-the-art PC with 2 CPUs, each of 6 cores. Each core operates
at 2.8 GHz. Therefore, in this study we focus on the 1-MYAO and 2-MYAO
heuristics.

4 Warehouse Operation

In this section, we instantiate the k-MYAO heuristic (Section 3) for providing
advice in a warehouse operation task. We will first describe the warehouse op-
eration task and our simulation, followed by our agents’ design.
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4.1 The Warehouse Operation Task

In this study, we focus on a small warehouse acting as a fulfillment center (also
known as a packing center) where there is one human worker and 10 mobile
ground robots. The task is conducted in a simulated warehouse which we built
using the Gazebo robot simulation toolbox. The warehouse consists of 10 mobile
ground robots capable of transporting shelves from one place to another over
the warehouse floor. There are 52 shelves in the warehouse, each consisting of
between 1 and 3 different products, which the robots can transport to 8 packing
stations. At a packing station, the human worker can unload products from the
arrived shelves. See Figure 1 for a snapshot of the warehouse simulation.

Fig. 1. Simulated Warehouse Environment.

When an order (a customer’s requested set of products) arrives at the ware-
house system, the system automatically sends the closest available robots to
move the relevant shelves to the packaging stations. When a robot arrives at a
packaging station, it is the human worker’s job to remove the relevant merchan-
dise from the shelf. Once the required products are unloaded from the shelf, the
worker can send the robot off to move the shelf back to its original position and
to continue its work. When an order has been filled, namely all requested prod-
ucts have been unloaded, the human worker can pack it. An order is removed
from the system once it is packed.

During the robots’ work, products may fall in the work area, potentially
causing the robots to get stuck. Once a product has fallen on the warehouse floor,
the human worker can alert the robots so that they can avoid the problematic
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spot or she can remove the fallen product altogether. If the human worker decides
to keep the robots from going through the problematic spot, then the robots
will work out new, and possibly longer, paths. However, if the human worker
decides to remove the product that fell on the warehouse floor, the robots will be
restricted from approaching the area in order to avoid any danger to the human
worker. This might delay the robots from completing their tasks. The robots can
also malfunction regardless of fallen products. For example, a technical problem
could cause one of the robots to deviate from its course. In such a situation the
human worker will need to manually drive or guide the robot to its destination.

The GUI (Figure 2) provides real-time feedback on the task’s state. When
a new order arrives, it is automatically added to the active orders area, which
presents all unpacked orders. The robots’ and shelves’ positions are marked on
a 2D grid-map of the warehouse floor along with the robots’ planned paths. An
enlarged camera view of the robot of interest is available as well as a command
panel for controlling that robot manually. In order to set interest on a specific
robot, the operator can click its thumbnail within the thumbnails area or on its
location on the grid map. The operator can view the robots’ requests and provide
solutions using the alarm log. For the operator’s convenience, we maintain a first-
come-first-serve alarm log indicating the (active) alarms.

Fig. 2. The graphical user interface used in this study.

Overall, the human worker has to make complicated decisions in real-time
while taking into consideration the active orders, the movement of the robots
and her own personal task load.
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4.2 The AID1 and AID2 Agents

We designed two agents, AID1 and AID2, which implement Algorithm 1 for
solving the 1-MYAO and 2-MYAO heuristics, respectively. Recall that in order
to correctly solve the optimization problem we need to estimate Co(·), Ro(·),
Po(·) and Int(·).

The agents should be able to support the operator from its first interaction
with the system. Therefore, we suggest using generalized models. Specifically, our
agent uses three generalized models: an operator model to approximate Co(·);
a robot model to approximate Ro(·); a transition model to asses Po(·) and an
intermission model to capture Int(·). We will first define the generalized models
and then describe their training.

The operator model quantifies the operator’s abilities and technique in terms
of expected time to execute advice a in state s. We use a general operator
model C(·) independent of a specific O, and define C(·) as the expected time for
completing a by an average operator.

The robot model quantifies the robots’ productivity in terms of the expected
number of fulfilled orders per minute. In order to collect data on robots’ behavior
and productivity, which can be very expensive as a human operator is needed
to support the warehouse operation, we use a simulated fully autonomous en-
vironment. In our fully autonomous environment, there is no need for human
interference. For example, once a shelf arrives at a packing station, the relevant
products are automatically offloaded. Similarly, orders are automatically pack-
aged once filled. Accordingly, we define R(·) as the expected number of orders to
be filled in a fully autonomous environment. Note that our agents estimate R(·)
based on a fully autonomous environment and utilize this estimation in order to
generate advice in environments in which a human operator is needed.

We define P (·) as independent of O. Recall that P (s, a, s′, C(s, a)) is the
probability for transitioning from s to s′ using action a, given C(s, a). As S is
a continuous set, we cannot assess the actual P (·), yet given s, a and C(s, a)
we can consider 2 options: 1) a was performed successfully and reached s′; 2) a
was not performed or was unsuccessful and the robots reached state s′′ 6= s′ (for
example, the operator was unable to fix a malfunction). Due to the relatively
short time frames in which pieces of advice are executed (an average action takes
6 seconds for the average operator), we assume that s′′ = s.

For estimating Int(s, a, s′, C(s, a)), which returns the intermediate state ex-
perienced in the process of transitioning from state s to s′ using a, we used the
help of an expert. An expert based function S × A × S → S was articulated,
mapping each < s, a, s′ > tuple to an intermediate state s′′. For example, when
an obstacle falls on the warehouse floor (s) and the action a = clean is per-
formed, the state in which the robots cannot approach the area is experienced
(s′′) before reaching the state in which the obstacle has been removed (s′).

Combining the above models, the AID1 and AID2 agents solve the 1-MYAO
and 2-MYAO heuristics (respectively) using Algorithm 1 online at every second.
Namely, the agents provide the best advice (per their optimization problem defi-
nition) to the user every second. The presented advice may change at time t if the
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advice was successfully completed or when a more urgent and productive advice
becomes available, making our agents adaptive to the changing environment.
We used an efficient priority queue and updating methods to avoid redundant
calculations.

Training The Models In order to train the above models, we used our ware-
house simulation (see Figure 1). In our simulation Products fall on the ware-
house floor and robots experience malfunctions according to a predefined sched-
ule which determines when and where a failure will occur.

Recall that we defined R(s) as the expected number of filled orders per minute
given state s in a fully autonomous environment. Hence, to learn R(·), we ran 150
hours of sessions, each of 12.5 minutes, in our warehouse environment. During
these sessions, the system receives 26 orders which are uniformly distributed
over the 12.5 minutes. Two orders out of the 26 consist of 3 requested products,
eight consist of 2 requested products and the remaining orders consist of a single
requested product. The products requested in each order are selected at random.
In order to learn the effect that fallen products have on the robots’ productivity,
we use between 0 and 3 products that are uniformly scheduled to fall on the
warehouse floor during each session. As no human operator is present during the
session, the fallen products caused robots to get stuck. Recall that the human
worker can keep the robots from going through problem spots by marking these
spots as “restricted spots”. To quantify the effect such restricted spots have on
the robots’ productivity, during each session we set between 0 and 3 restricted
spots at random on the map.

An obstacle or a restricted cell is considered critical if it prevents the com-
pletion of a task. Specifically, if a robot cannot arrive at its destination due to
the existence of an obstacle or a restricted cell, it is considered critical.

Each recorded session was translated into 690 segments, each represent-
ing one minute starting at a different second (each session lasts 750 seconds).
Each segment was translated into a feature vector according to the system
state s in the beginning of the segment. Specifically, from each state s, we ex-
tract the number of inactive robots (Inactive(s)), the number of active orders
(Orders(s)), the number of obstacles (Obstacles(s)), the number of critical ob-
stacles (CObstacles(s)), the number of restricted cells (Restricted(s)) and the
number of critical restricted cells (CRestricted(s)).

We estimated R(s) using the following Equation:

(3)R(s) = e−(α0Restricted(s)+α1CRestricted(s)+α2Obstacles(s)+α3CObstacles(s))

· α4Orders(s)− α5Inactive(s)
2

where α0, . . . , α5 are learned using non-linear regression [27].
This form of function assumes that only a part of the active orders are eligible

for packing during the next minute. This portion is then reduced by number and
types of obstacles and restricted cells in an exponential manner. It also assumes
that the squared number of inactive robots decreases the expected number of
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filled orders to be completed in the next minute. This form of function was
compared to more than 100 other forms and yielded the best fit to the data
we collected5. All parameters are assumed to be positive, and in fact reached
positive values.

To learn the operator’s model C(s, a) and the transition model P (s, a, s′, C(s, a)),
we first define A as the action set that the operator can take. Recall that A is
also the advice set from which the agent can propose advice.

We defined A as the 518 instantiations of the following 6 action schemes:
“Robot i is waiting for your command” (10 options), “Unload item x at station
y.” (480 options), “Complete the packing of order z.” (26 options), “Clear the
obstacle from the floor.” (1 option), and “Obstacle was detected – restrict its
cell.” (1 option) where i ∈ [1, . . . , 10], x ∈ [1, . . . , 60], y ∈ [1, . . . , 8] and z ∈
[A,B, . . . , Z].

To train the models, we recruited 30 Computer Science senior undergraduate
students, ranging in age from 21 to 39 (mean=26, s.d.=2.8) with similar demo-
graphics, 19 males and 11 females, to participate in a warehouse operation task
equipped with a näıve advising agent. Our näıve advising agent maintains an
open list of possible advice. The agent adds advice to the list once the advice is
eligible, that is, the advice can be performed by the human worker. For example,
once a shelf arrives at the packing station, the agent adds the mission “Unload
item x at station y.” according to the relevant item and station. The agent pro-
vides the advice at a first-come-first-serve fashion (i.e., näıvely). If the advice at
the top of the list has become irrelevant or the advice was already performed by
the operator then the advice is discarded and the next advice is used instead.
The agent presents the advice in both textual format (see Figure 2) as well as
in a prerecorded, human-voice message, played in the operator’s head-set. Note
that the agent filters and prioritizes robots’ messages, yet in a näıve way.

For motivation, subjects were paid 1 NIS (about 25 cents) per order they
pack, and 0.5 NIS per advice to which they adhere.

Surprisingly, all of the advice that our agents’ gave was executed and com-
pleted. Therefore, we set P (s, a, s′, C(s, a)) to be 1 whenever completing advice
a is possible, and 0 otherwise. When analyzing the operators’ behavior, we were
unable to find good cross-subject features that would help us to predict the ex-
pected time it would take to complete the advice. Therefore, we used the mean
execution time of a across our subjects as the estimation for C(s, a).

Note that given personalized models, Co(·), Po(·) and Ro(·), our agent could
also provide personalized advice. However, in the scope of this work these models
are unavailable.

Evaluation In our previous work [21], we showed that an intelligent agent that
supports the operator can lead to better performance of the human-multi-robot

5 Some of the other function forms that were tested include other parameters that
were found insignificant, such as the distance between the robots, the number of
open packing stations, etc.
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team in SAR tasks. In this section, we first extend this result to account for the
warehouse operation tasks as well.

We first evaluate the AID1 agent compared to the condition in which no
advising agent is deployed. We recruited 30 subjects, who did not participate in
the data collection phase in Section 4.2, to participate in the warehouse operation
task. Subjects were BSc and MSc Computer Science students, ranging in age
from 21 to 39 (mean=26, s.d.=2.8) with similar demographics, 15 males and 15
females. Subjects were motivated to fill as many orders as possible during the
task’s 12.5 minutes using a small monetary reward (1 NIS per order). However,
they did not receive any monetary reward for accepting the agent’s advice. Each
subject was trained prior to the experiment; she watched a short video explaining
the task6, underwent a structured 1-on-1 hands-on tutorial on the system by our
research assistant and had to pass a short test. The test was conducted to make
sure that the operator was capable of successfully completing the task. During
the test, the subject had to fulfill 3 orders without any time limit while she
encountered two simulated malfunctions.

Our preliminary results pointed out a significant improvement in operators’
performance when performing the task for the second time. Therefore, we use a
between-subjects experimental design where each subject performed the ware-
house operation task twice (a week apart) and the subjects’ results from the
first session are disregarded. All 30 subjects were first asked to perform the task
without the AID1 agent’s help to get an understanding of the system. Then, a
week afterwards, half of the subjects (15) were asked to perform the task once
again without the AID1 agent’s help while the other half were equipped with
the AID1 agent. Only the subjects’ second trial results were considered in the
following analysis.

Results reported in this section were found to be significant using a standard
t-test with p < 0.05.

The results show a statistically significantly higher average number of filled
orders under the AID1 condition compared to the condition in which no agent
was deployed. Subjects equipped with the AID1 agent averaged 24 packed orders
(out of a possible 26) while subjects that were not assisted by an agent averaged
22 orders. See Figure 3 for a summary.

We further evaluate the AID1 agent, this time compared to the AID2 agent.
We recruited 30 new subjects, who had not participated in the study thus far,
to participate in the warehouse operation task. Again, subjects were senior BSc
Computer Science students, ranging in age from 18 to 30 (mean=15, s.d.=2.2)
with similar demographics, 20 males and 10 females. To compare the agents, each
subject performed the task twice (a week apart); once equipped with the AID1
agent and once equipped with the AID2 agent. Subjects were counter-balanced
as to which condition was applied first. The experiment protocol was the same
as the one used above for comparing the AID1 agent to the no advising agent
condition. Specifically, subjects’ scores in their first sessions were disregarded.

6 The tutorial video is available on http://vimeo.com/152946192 (in Hebrew).

http://vimeo.com/152946192
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The results show that subjects equipped with the AID2 agent significantly
fulfilled more orders compared to subjects equipped with the AID1 agent. Sub-
jects equipped with the AID1 agent averaged 23.8 packed orders (out of a pos-
sible 26) while subjects equipped with the AID2 agent averaged 25 orders. See
Figure 3 for a summary.

Baseline AID1 AID1 AID2
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Fig. 3. Average number of filled orders per condition. Error bars indicate standard
errors.

During each session, an average of 56.5 pieces of advice was presented to a
subject. Advice is considered accepted if it is performed by the subject while it
is displayed on the GUI. Surprisingly, subjects equipped with the AID1 agent
significantly accepted more of the agent’s advice than subjects equipped with
the AID2 agent. Specifically, considering the subjects’ second trial, subjects
equipped with the AID1 agent accepted an average of 51.8 pieces of advice
(91.6%), which is significantly higher than subjects equipped with the AID2
agent who accepted an average of 45.2 pieces of advice (80.6%), p < 0.05. Sub-
jects’ acceptance rate for an agent’s advice is defined as the percentage of ac-
cepted advice by all subjects combined. Figure 4 presents subjects’ acceptance
rate per 60 seconds of trial for both AID1 and AID2.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we showed that intelligent advising agents are able to significantly
enhance the performance of operators in the multi-robot warehouse operation
task. These results extend previous results showing the benefit of intelligent ad-
vising agents in the multi-robot SAR task. Our methodology can accommodate
future advancements in robotics hardware and algorithms and is not restricted
to a certain type or quantity of robots in the environment.

We also extended the MYAO heuristic, which considered only a 1-step-
lookahead search heuristic, to account for k-steps-lookahead search. We showed
that in our warehouse simulation the 2-steps-lookahead search, deployed by the
AID2 agent, significantly outperforms the 1-step-lookahead heuristic deployed
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Fig. 4. Subjects’ acceptance rate per 60 seconds for each of the tested agents. Results
represent subjects’ second trials.

by the AID1 agent and used in our previous study in SAR [21]. Note that in our
experiments we were unable to run a 3-steps-lookahead heuristic in real-time due
to the exponential search space. Our results indicate that subjects equipped with
AID2 performed significantly better than those equipped with AID1. Neverthe-
less, the acceptance rate of advice suggested by AID2 was significantly lower
than for the advice suggested by AID1. We hypothesize that in some cases sub-
jects may not comprehend the reason for the suggested advice and therefore
did not follow it. This property is disadvantageous as people are more likely to
adhere to an agent’s advice which they can understand [5].

We conclude that in complex environments, such as warehouse operation,
k-steps-lookahead where k > 1 can enhance operators’ performance significantly
more than a simple 1-step-lookahead heuristic. However, additional factors such
as the subjects’ likelihood to accept different pieces of advice and the time-depth
tradeoff have to be considered.

In future work we intend to examine our methodology’s benefit in supporting
larger teams of robots. Also, we intend to expand our methodology and design
personalized agents. These agents could learn from previous interactions with the
operator (if available) and estimate the subject’s likelihood to accept different
pieces of advice in order to tailor an advising policy for her.
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